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Abstract: In difference Newton-like methods for solving F(x) = 0, the Jacobian matrix F’(x) is approximated by 
differences between values of F. If F’(x) is sparse, a consistent partition of its columns can be exploited to 
approximate F’(x) using relatively few values of F. We provide a local convergence theory for the resulting methods. 
A superlinearly convergent stable cyclic secant method, in which at each iteration two values of F are required and 
several columns of the Jacobian matrix approximation are updated simultaneously, is developed. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we examine the solution of the nonlinear equation 
F(x)=O, F: UGR~-+VGR~ 
by methods of the form 
(W 
X ‘+l=x’- [B’]-‘F(x’), I=O, l,... w4 
where B’ EZ( RN) is an approximation to F’(x’), the Jacobian matrix of F evaluated at xl. We 
assume throughout that F’(x’) is sparse, and our interest is in techniques which involve 
calculating the approximation B’ by differences between values of F, using relatively few 
evaluations of F at every iteration. 
There is an extensive literature on methods of the form (1.2) in which B’ is calculated using 
differences between values of F, but without exploiting any sparsity which may be present 
[8-111. Several authors [2-41 have discussed the use of a consistent partition to approximate a 
sparse Jacobian matrix using few different values of F, but these authors are mainly concerned 
with approximating an individual Jacobian matrix, while little attention has been paid to 
embedding the procedure in an iterative method of the form (1.2). A convergence analysis for the 
resulting methods is also missing. This paper is devoted to filling in these two gaps in the theory 
on estimating sparse Jacobian matrices by differences. 
In Section 2 we recall from [2,3] the definition of a consistent partition, and use this to 
describe a general technique for estimating individual sparse Jacobian matrices by exploiting a 
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few carefully selected values of F. A theorem bounding the error in the calculated approximation 
to the Jacobian matrix is proved. In Section 3 the results of Section 2 are used to obtain local 
convergence results for iterations (1.2) in which B’ is approximated by the general technique of 
Section 2. This general technique is used in Section 4 to produce a superlinearly convergent 
stable cyclic secant method, in which after initialization only two evaluations of F are required 
per iteration, although several columns of the sparse Jacobian matrix approximation are updated 
simultaneously. In Section 5 we comment on cases in which the Jacobian matrix contains known 
constant (or otherwise easily obtainable) elements. 
Note that the results of this paper are relevant only if it is more efficient to evaluate F(x) than 
to evaluate separately the components f,(x)EeTF(x), i = 1.. . N, of F(x)-see also [2-41 for 
remarks on this point. 
Throughout this paper 11 u ]I for u E R” denotes the Euclidean norm of u and ]I A I] for 
A EZ( R”, R”) is the subordinate norm of A. The open ball of radius u > 0 centred at x is 
denoted U(x, a), while e,, . . . , e, represent the columns of the identity matrix I EZ( R”) whose 
dimension n will be clear from the context. 
2. Consistent partitions and estimating Jacobians 
We assume known the sparsity structure of the matrix F’(x) for all x E U; that is, we assume 
known a sparsity matrix S E 9( RN) with entries 
( 
0 
s,k- 
if eTF’(x) ek=O forall xE U 
(2.1) 
1 otherwise. 
We also assume that a consistent partition of the columns of S has been found; that is, the 
columns of S have been divided into groups G,, j = 1,. . . , M, such that each column belongs to 
one and only one group, and such that any two columns in a given group do not both have a 
nonzero in the same row position. Any of the techniques of [2,3] may be used to find such a 
partition. The notation g(k) =j means that the k th column of S belongs to the group G,. We 
define S,-{ k : g(k) =j} for each j = 1, 2,. . . , M. The crucial point is that, given j E { 1,. . . , M }, 
for every i = 1, 2,. . . , N there is at most one k E S, with s,~ = 1. 
Let D E.P( R”, RN)beamatrixwithcolumnsdj, j=l,...,Mwhoseentriesd,j, k=l,...,N 
satisfy 
dkj#O iff kES,, j=l,..., M, (2.2) 
and let P, Q E T( R”, RN) be matrices with columns pj, q], j = 1,. _ . , A4 which satisfy 
P-Q=D. (2.3) 
Assume throughout this section that x E U is fixed, and suppose that the following values of F 
are available: 
F(x+p,), F(x+q,), j=l,..., M. (2.4) 
Then the approximation B E 9( RN) to F’(x) which we examine in this paper has entries b,, 
calculated as 
eT[F(x+p,)-F(x+q,)]d;; whereg(k)=j, if sik=l, 
0 otherwise. 
G-5) 
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We shall investigate (2.5) in this general form, but first give three particular examples as 
illustrations of the possibilities offered by (2.5). The most obvious choice for P and Q is P = D, 
Q = 0, so that pj = d,, q, = 0, and hence by (2.1)-(2.2) and the properties of a consistent 
partition, if sik = 1 then 
= [h(x + 4,ek) -.t(x)]dd,-:. (2.6) 
This particular choice of P and Q thus produces a forward difference approximation to F’(x). 
Similarly a central difference approximation is obtained if P = $0, Q = - :D. The choice 
pj=Cicldk, j=l,..., Mandq,=O,q,=p,_,, j=2,...,Mleadsto 
b,,= [h(x+~,) -h(x+Pj-1)]drf (g(k) =j) (2.7) 
if s,~ = 1. All of these choices may be regarded as one point approximations to F’(x) and are 
obvious generalizations of corresponding techniques in [8,9]. The choice (2.7) illustrates how (2.5) 
permits the use of approximations beyond the more intuitive forward and central difference 
approximations which underlie the idea of exploiting a consistent partition [3,4]. 
The approximation B defined by (2.5) satisfies the following interpolatory conditions. 
Lemmal. Bd,=F(x+p,)-F(x+q,), j=l,..., M. 
Proof. We show that eyBd,=&(x+p,)-f;(x+q,) for each i=l,..., N and j=l,..., M. 
Suppose i and j are fixed. 
(i) Suppose s,~ = 1 for some k E Sj. Then clearly 
e:Bd, = c b,,d,, = brkdk, =A(x + Pj) -A (x + 4,). 
n E s, 
(ii) Suppose s,~ =Oforall kES,.Then 
i(x+Pj)=h(x+ C (Pjlkek+ C (P,Jkek)=f(X+ C (P,),e,i 
k E S, k e S, k Z S, 
and similarly 
f,(x+q,) =hix+ c (4,)kek). 
k 4 S, 
But if k GC S, then (p, - qj)k = d,, = 0, hence (P~)~ = (q,)k. Thus fi(x +p,) =f,(x + q,), and so 
e:Bd, = c b,,d,,= 0 =x.(x +pj) -i.(x + 4,). 0 
k E S, 
Lemma 1 relates our definition (2.5) to the work in [2,3] as follows. In the latter references a 
matrix D EZ( R”, RN) is specified such that given any matrix Y EZ( R”, RN) there is a 
unique matrix A (of specified sparsity structure) satisfying AD = Y. If the matrix Y has columns 
y,=F(x+p,)-F(x+qj), j=l,...,M 
with P, Q and D as before, Lemma 1 shows that B = A. 
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We are now ready to prove a crucial result, which provides a tight bound on the error in 
approximating J”(X) by B. 
Theorem 1. Suppose F is Frechkt differentiable on the open, convex set U. Let x E U, and suppose 
there exist L > 0 and X E (0 ; l] such that for ally E U 
IIF’(F’(y)11 ~UX-YII~. (2.8) 
If B is an approximation to F’(x) calculated according to (2.5) then 
II B - F’(x) II G LdJW) (2.9) 
where 
y(P,Q)E 5 mm{ lIPjlI’“~lI~]ll’“) 
i J=l 
Proof. Let ]I + )I F denote the Frobenius norm. Clearly 
j=l i=l kES I 
Let j be fixed and consider a particular value of i. 
(i) If slk = 0 for all k E S, then by definition 
c bik=o= k&%j$ 
k E S, 
(2.10) 
(ii) Suppose k E Sj is such that sik = 1; then 
c b,, = bjk = 
hCx +Pj) -.LCx + 4j) ----= w4 
n E s, d 
2 
c w4 
kl n E s, %I ax, . 
It is easy to confirm that 
h(X+pJ)-f;(X+qj)=f, x+pkjek+ c Pnjen x+qkJek+ c qnjen 
n e s, n e s, 
(cf. the proof of Lemma 1 (ii)). Since pnj = q,j if n @ S’ we write g = c n E S,Pn, = c n G s,q,j, and 
observe 
f,(x+pj)-f,(x+qj)=~,(‘)-~(O)= Joi+‘(t)dt 
where G(t) =f,(x + g + qkjek + t(pkj - qkj)ek). It now follows from (2.8), the properties of 
Euclidean and Frobenius norms, and a well-known mean value theorem [8, 3.2.51, that 
x + g + qkjek + t(pk, - qkj)ek) - 7 
k 
<mL J 0 
lII~+qrjek+f(Pkj-qkj)ekIIX dt. 
But for t E [O,l] we have that 
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hence in this case we obtain 
zi 
b _ V&4 2 
rn G NL2 max( II P/ II 2xI II 4, II 2h). 
n Es, ax, i 
Combining (2.10) and (2.11) the result follows. 0 
(2.11) 
If F’ is Lipschitz continuous on U, i.e. X = 1 in Theorem 1, the bound can be sharpened to 
II B - F’(x) II G :L( II P II F+ II Q II .)N. 
We point out in passing that the technique used in [7] may be regarded as a block version of 
our technique (2.5). More generally, if the Jacobian matrix has a sparse block structure then it is 
possible to exploit that structure in order to approximate the Jacobian efficiently using blocks of 
differences. 
3. Local convergence 
In this section we provide conditions for local convergence of the iteration (1.2) when B’ is an 
approximation to F’(x’) calculated according to (2.5) using some P’, Q’, D’ EZ( R”‘, RN). 
Rate of convergence results are also given. Our results are obtained from the theory of inexact 
Newton methods [5,12]; both the results and proofs are analogous to those of [ll] with the 
exception that the present results are not affine invariant. Affine invariance is abandoned in the 
present context since neither the sparsity pattern of F’(x), nor indeed sparsity itself, are 
maintained under an affine transformation of F to AP for a general nonsingular A E 9( RN), so 
the approximation B to F’(x) calculated according to (2.5) does not generally satisfy that AB is 
the corresponding approximation to AF ‘( x). 
Before proving local convergence we provide a technical lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let F : U c RN be differentiable on X = U( x * , a) G U, where F ‘( x *) is nonsingular, 
and let K E R satisfy II F’( x * ) -’ II < K. Suppose for some h E (0 ; l] there exists L > 0 such that 
for ally, 2 E X, 
II F’(Y) - J”(z) II G L II Y - z II A. 
For any x E X, let B be some approximation to F’(x). If x E U( x *, 6) where 8 satisfies 6 > u and 
KL6” + K I( B -F’(x) (I < 1, K II B - F’(x) II 
1 - KLS” - K II B - F’(x) II 
(1 
then B is invertible and 
II I - B-IF’(x) II d K II F’(x) - B II 
~-KLIIx-x*I(~-KIIF’(x)-BII 
< 1. 
Proof. Since 
JJI-F’(x*)-~BII <KllF’(x*)-BII <K{Lllx*-XII”+ IIf%)-WI)<1 
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it follows from the Neumann Lemma [8, 2.3.11 that B is invertible and 
II B-’ II < II B-‘F’(x*) 11 KG K 
l-K{L(lx*- x II A + II f”(x) - B II > 
from which, using I] I - B-lF’( x) 1) < II B-’ II II B - F’(x) I(, the result follows. 0 
Our convergence result now follows. 
Theorem 2. Let F be as in Lemma 2, with F( x *) = 0. Let x0 E X, and for each x’ E X generated 
( if possible) by the process 
X I+1 =x1- [B[]-‘F(x’), l=O, l,... . (3.1) 
Let B’ be a difference approximation to F’(x’) calcula$d according to (2.3, using some P’, Q’, 
D’ EZ’( R”, RN), with PI- Q’= D’. For any v E (0; 1) there exist 6 > 0 and E > 0 such that if 
IDO- x* )l < 6, y(P’, Q’) GE, Z=O, l,..., 
then the iteration is feasible and generates a sequence {x’} c U( x *,S) which converges to x * and 
satisfies 
II x 
1+1 
i 
(1 + v[)KL II x’- x* II A 
-x*“’ ‘I+ (l+X)(l_KLIIx’_x*I(h) 
where 
‘I= l-KL(II 
KLY(P’, Q') 
x’-x*()“+y(P’, Q’)) “- 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Proof. Select 8 > 0, c > 0 such that 6 < u and 
KLp < (1+ w - 4 
2+A(1-v) ’ 
KL(S” + 6) < 1; KLc/(l - KL(S’+ 6)) < v. 
Suppose x’E U(x*, 8) for some 1. Then by Theorem 1 
KL6” + K 1) B’- F’(x’) (I < KLS’+ KLe < 1, 
K I( B’ - F’( x’) 11 KLe 
l-KLG’-KIIB’-F’(x’))I ’ l-KL(S”+e) 
<v<l, 
hence by Lemma 2 B’ is invertible (so x’+l can be calculated) and 
KLY (f”, Q') 
II~-~B’l-l~‘b~)ll G l_KL,lx’_x*Il” 
KLe 
-KLy(Pt, Q’) ’ l-KL(6”+c) “’ 
The results now follow from the theory of inexact Newton methods [12, 331. 0 
Note that an analogous result can be proved without assuming Holder continuity of F’ on X; 
i.e. requiring only continuity of F’ on X-see [ll] for the details of a similar analysis. 
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Rate of convergence results for the method (3.1) are readily obtainable from [5,9,12]. We 
simply state the results; proofs may be deduced from [5,12] for (i) and (ii) below, and from [9] for 
(iii), in each case using (3.2) and (3.3). 
Theorem 3. Let F and the sequence {x’} be as in Theorem 2, and assume { x’} converges to x *. 
Then {x’} converges 
;:I, 
superlinearly if lim supI ~ m y( P’, Q’) = 0; 
with order at least 1 + TJ, where 77 = min( X,p), if 
Y(P’> Q’) = O( II x’-x*llp) as I-, 00; 
(iii) with weak order at least T( rn), where 7(m) E (1 ; 2) is the positive solution of z”‘+’ = zm + 1, 
if X = 1 and 
y( P’, Q’) = 0( 11 x* - XI-~ II). 
There are many ways to ensure that y( P’, Q’) has one of the properties required in the above 
theorem. For example, if the particular method (2.6) is used, then superlinear convergence occurs 
if D’ is selected to satisfy II D’ II < /3 II xl- XI-* I( for some p > 0, while quadratic convergence is 
attained if h = 1 and D’ satisfies ]I D’ II < j3 II F(x’) II for some /I > 0. 
Note that in these convergence results we have assumed that the linear equation implicit in 
(1.2) was solved exactly. Since B’ is sparse it may be advantageous to solve this equation 
approximately by some iterative method. Convergence results for the resulting methods can be 
derived from the work in [5,12,13]. 
4. An efficient algorithm 
The following observation, based on the use of the general expression (2.5), is crucial to the 
validity of our analysis: 
For some xn E U let B” be an approximation to F’(x”) calculated according to (2.5) using an 
appropriate P”, Q”, D” ELZ( R”, RN). Consider a particular j E { 1,. . . , M}. For any k E S’, if 
sik = 1 then af,(x”)/a xk is approximated as 
b,$=eT[F(x”+~,~)-F(~“+q:)](d,“~)-’. 
Now suppose that xm E U with x”’ f xn, and suppose that P”, Q”’ EL?‘(R~, RN) are matrices 
which satisfy p,Y’ - 4,” = d,“. If 
xm+pJm=x”+p,” and x”+q,“=x”+q,” (4.1) 
then p,!” - q,” = (xm +p,“) - (xm + 4,“) =p,f - qJ, so dJ” = d,“, so because d,” has the form 
required by (2.2), so does d,” have that form. It follows that for all k E S,, if s,~ = 1 then we may 
approximate af, (~“)/a xk in accordance with (2.5) as 
G= [~(x”+~,“)-fi(x~+q~)](dkm)-~ 
= [~(x”+P,~)-f,(x”+q~)](d~,)-‘=b~k. 
In other words, for any k E S, we may let the kth column of B” (the approximation to F’( xm)) 
be identical to the kth column of B”, and the resulting B” still formally conforms to the rule 
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(2.5), and thus the bound in Section 2 on the error of approximation, and the convergence 
analysis of Section 3, may still be applied. Note that it is here that the full generality of definition 
(2.5) is being exploited. 
We exploit this observation in the following iterative algorithm by updating, at every iteration, 
all those columns in the Jacobian approximation corresponding to One particular group in the 
partition, while leaving all the other columns unchanged. We cycle through all the groups in the 
partition as the iteration proceeds, so that after M iterations the entire Jacobian matrix has been 
updated. 
Our algorithm also requires the.concept of a scaling matrix C EZ’( R”, RN) which has the 
same pattern as D (that is, with entries ckj # 0 iff k E S,) and the additional property that 
11 Cej 11 = 1 for each j = 1,. . _, M. 
Algorithm 
A. Preparation 
Step 0. Input the sparsity pattern S. 
Step 1. Determine a consistent partition of S; 
order the groups G,, . . . , G,; 
thusforeachk=l,..., Ndetermineg(k)E{l,..., M}. 
Step 2. Select a scaling matrix C E L?( R”, RN). 
B. Initialization 
Step 3. Input x0 E RN; 
select h_M+jf 0, h_M+j E R’, j= l,..., M. 
Step 4. Evaluate F(x’); 
evaluate F(x” + h_,+jCej), j = 1,. . . , M. 
Step 5. Calculate B” with elements biq, from: 
bpk = 
I 
e’[F(x”+h_M+iCe~)-F(xo)][h_M+jcki]-l whereg(k)=j, 
if s,~ = 1; 
0 otherwise. 
Step 6. Set I:= 1, j := 1. 
C. Iteration 
Until convergence do: 
Step 7. Solve for s ‘-’ the linear equation B’-‘s’-’ = F(x’-‘); 
set xI:= x/-1 _&l. 7 
evaluate F( x’). 
Step 8. Select h, # 0, h, E RI; 
evaluate F( x’ + h, Ce,); 
set B’ := B’-’ 
Step 9. For all k with g(k) =j, if sik = 1 set 
bj,:=eT[F(x’+h, Ce,)-F(x’)][h,c,,]-‘. 
Step 10. Set I:= I + 1; 
if j < A4 set j :=j + 1, else set j := 1. 
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Throughout the above iteration I =j mod M with j E { 1,. . . , M}, so as we iterate we cycle 
through the groups G,, updating the corresponding columns of B’. By our observation at the 
start of Section 4 every B’ formally satisfies definition (2.5), so the convergence results of 
Theorem 2 are valid for this algorithm provided that we can bound y( P’, Q’) adequately for the 
P’ and Q’ implicitly used in this algorithm. 
First observe from Steps 3-5 of the algorithm that, in our previous notation, Q” = 0; 
D”ej = Poe, = h_,,jCe,, j = 1, . . . , M and hence that I( Q”ejII = 0, 11 Poe,-11 = I hpM+j 1, j= 
1 , . . . , M, so that 
Y(P’, Q”)= : Ih-,+,12” N. 
i j=l ) 
r/2 
(4.2) 
For convenience define xPMfk = x0 for every k = 1, . . . , M. Then we see from Steps 8-10 of the 
algorithm that given 12 0 and j given by I = j mod A4 
Q’e, = 0, P’ej = h&e,-, P-3) 
while for k fj 
xl + Q’e, = x1-l + Q’-‘ek, x’ + P’e, = xl-’ + P’- ‘ek . (4.4 
From (4.3) we have inductively that if 1 = j mod A4 then 
Qi-J’k e,=O if k<j, Q’-J+k-Mek=O if k>j, 
pl-j+kek = h I-j+kCek if k <j, pr-i+k-Mek = hl_j+k_MCek if k >j; 
while (4.4) similarly gives 
( xI-~+~ - xl) + Q'-j' kek if k<j, 
(xl-j+k-M - x’) + Q’-J’k-Mek if k > j, 
pie (Xl-j+k _ xl) + pl-i+ke if k<j, 
k 
= 
(Xl-j+k-M _ xl) + p/-j:k-Mek if k>j; 
hence, collecting these results, 
II x 1-J+k 
max{ IIP”kII’IIQ’ekII> ~ 
-x’ t/ + 1 hlL,+k I 
IIX~-j+k-~_X~I, + Ih _ 
I Jik-M 
, fl ~~~~ 
3 
so that finally, for all Ia 0 
~(p’, Q’) < 
i 
jI [ lhl-M+k l + ll X’-“+k - ~‘ll]~~)“*N 
< k$l [ 1 h,_,+, 1 + )I X-“+k - X* 11 + 1) XI-X* ,,]**)“*N. 
Clearly y( P’, Q’) can be controlled through judicious selection of the steplengths h,. The 
following convergence results follow. 
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Theorem 4. Let F be as in Theorem 2, and let the sequence { x’} be generated (if possible) by the 
above algorithm. For any v E (0 ; 1) there exist 6 > 0 and E > 0 such that if 
11x0- x* 11 < 8, I h, I 4 6, I= -M-t l,...) O,l)...) 
then all the convergence results of Theorem 2 hold. Moreover { x’} converges 
(i) superlinearly if lim sup, ~ o. 1 h, I = 0; 
(ii) with weak order at least r(M) if A = 1 and 
(h,l =0( Il~‘-~-x*Il), Z=O, l,... . 
The proof is by induction, using Theorems 2 and 3 and the bound on y( P’, Q’) derived above, 
together with the recurrence 
II x 
ItI 
i 
(1 + v,)KLiP 
--x*11 6 v/+ (1+A)(1_KL6”) ID’-x*11 ~4x’-x*Il 
1 
for some (Y < 1 obtained from (3.2)-(3.3) (cf. [9, p.1311). 
It follows from Theorem 4 that if, for example, we set h, = II x’ - xl-l 11 for all I > 0, then we 
can obtain superlinear convergence, with weak order at least T(M) if X = 1. 
Several practical aspects of our algorithm still require investigation. The ordering of the 
groups Gi,..., G, has some influence on the course of the computation, but it is not clear how 
one might determine an optimal ordering. We also note that (in the spirit of [9]) we can modify 
our algorithm to update a fixed number q >, 1 of groups of columns at every iteration; every 
additional group costing one extra evaluation of F. In our algorithm we use q = 1, while if q = A4 
the entire Jacobian approximation is updated at every iteration. The question then arises as to 
what value of q is optimal; see [9] for some analysis of a similar situation in the case of a full 
Jacobian. More (private communication) has suggested that when one is going to update the 
columns in one particular group, it may be advantageous to temporarily expand that group by 
adding to it any columns such that at the end of the expansion columns in the resulting group do 
not have a nonzero in the same row position. This may be useful in cases where groups have only 
very few columns; presumably the bigger the group the better. The scaling matrix C must be 
fixed a-priori, while a steplength h, must be selected at every iteration; these choices affect the 
truncation error and rounding error incurred at Step 9 of the algorithm. Clearly both the scaling 
of the variables and of the function components should be taken into account when selecting C 
and h, but the best choice to make in practice is also not entirely clear. 
Our algorithm requires two evaluations of F per iteration, and the Jacobian approximation is 
updated by a correction whose rank varies with the number of columns in the group being 
updated. If { h,} converges to 0 then our Jacobian approximations converge to F’( x *). An 
alternative method for solving (1.1) in the large sparse case is the sparse Broyden method (see 
e.g. [1,6]) which requires only one evaluation of F per iteration, uses a Jacobian correction of 
rank N and converges superlinearly. I-Iowever, it appears that the Jacobian approximations 
generated by Broyden’s method do not necessarily converge to anything at all. It seems likely 
that extensive numerical testing will be required to determine precisely how our method 
compares with the sparse Broyden method in practice. 
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5. Linear components 
A general nonlinear mapping F can be split into linear and nonlinear components as 
F(x) = G(x) + [Ax + b] 
where A is a constant matrix and b a fixed vector. Typically A contains the affine components of 
F, as well as those terms due to components of F being linear in certain variables. Then 
F’(x) = G’(x) +A. 
If A is explicitly available then the Jacobian F’(x) of F can be approximated by approximating 
G’(x); clearly no computing effort need be expended in estimating A. Moreover we may assume 
that all constant terms in G’(x) are zero. Thus we need only calculate an approximation B to the 
nonzero terms in G’(x), and then use B + A as the approximation to F’(x). In the context of 
difference approximations to sparse Jacobian matrices, the advantage is that the sparsity pattern 
of G’(x) may be considerably less dense than that of F’(x); indeed, G’(x) may be sparse even 
if F’(x) was not sparse. As a result less effort is required to obtain a consistent partition of 
G’(x) than of F’(x), and moreover the number of groups in the partition may be decreased, 
thus reducing the number of evaluations of G required to approximate G’(x) by the technique of 
(2.5). Thus decomposing a nonlinear mapping into linear and nonlinear components may well be 
computationally rewarding. 
If such a decomposition is performed, the only input required by the partition subroutine is 
the sparsity pattern of the nonlinear component G’(x) of F’(x). To approximate G’(x) by 
differences a routine for evaluating G will be required, while the driving routine will necessitate a 
routine to evaluate F. 
The above has previously been exploited (for example in [6]) in work on update methods, 
while its value in the context of difference approximations to sparse Jacobian matrices was 
pointed out in [4]. We raise the issue once more since it is not mentioned in [l-3]. The resulting 
iterative method is 
x!+~=x~- [B’+A]-‘F(x’), f=O, l,... 15.1) 
where now B’ is a difference approximation to G’(x’) calculated according to the method of 
Section 2 (with G substituted for F throughout), so that 
IIF([&+A] 11 = IIG’(x’)-B/II <Ly(P’, Q’). 
The convergence results of Section 3 still hold, while the necessary modifications to the algorithm 
of Section 4 are obvious. 
More generally, it is sometimes possible to split a nonlinear mapping F in the form 
F(x) = G(x) + H(x) 
where H’(x) is analytically available. The preceding remarks (with some obvious alterations) are 
clearly applicable to this situation also. 
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